1. Zipf's size-meaning correlation

In a number of publications George Kingsley Zipf (1932, 1935, 1949) set out to describe several quantitative tendencies that hold universally in language. Apart from the famous direct inverse correlation between the relative frequency of a word and its rank in a frequency list, Zipf also noted (i) an inverse correlation between the relative frequency of a word and its phonetic substance, and (ii) a correlation between the relative frequency of a word and its level of polysemy. Combining (i) and (ii), an inverse correlation can be deduced between the phonetic substance of a word and its polysemy: shorter words tend to have more meanings (Pustet 2004). We will call this Zipf’s size-meaning tendency. Zipf himself saw one over-arching principle behind the phonetic size of words: the principle of least effort. Speakers are under a constant pressure to reduce articulatory effort: frequent, and semantically less specific words can be shortened by speakers. It is often assumed that this benefit for speakers is diametrically opposed to the addressee’s interest (Langacker 1977): addressees want clear articulatory distinctiveness, to overcome noise in the signal. In this paper, however, we argue that addressees can benefit from Zipf’s size-meaning tendency as well. If they are able to segment the speech signal in words, they are able to work on the correlation between the phonetic size and the semantics (see also Piantadosi et al. 2011). In our study, polysemy was measured using a proxy: cross-linguistically stable asymmetries of marked-unmarked related semantic pairs. The inverse correlation between polysemy and markedness, is grounded in recent work by Winter et al. (2013), who adduce evidence from corpus data and psycholinguistic experiments. The relation between phonetic size and semantic complexity is corroborated by recent work by Lewis & Frank (subm.).
2. Research Design and Findings

We set up an experiment in which 370 native-Dutch speakers (after filtering of problematic responses) were presented with 9 pairs of visual stimuli (drawings), based on Urban’s (2011) asymmetrical word-pairs (e.g. SUN – MOON) and Berlin & Kay’s color hierarchy (e.g. GREEN – GREY). Together with the visual pairs 2x9 verbal targets were presented, in the form of fake words that differed in phonetic size. Subjects were asked to match the verbal targets to the visual stimuli, under the pretext that the verbal targets were actually attested in children’s speech. We only selected Urban pairs of visual stimuli which did not conform to the expected size-meaning correlation in Dutch. This ‘hyper-conservative’ setup was needed to avoid interference from the known language. We put phonotactic constraints on the verbal targets and controlled for phonetic similarity to actual words in Dutch. Visual stimuli were pretested to make sure they were interpreted as intended. Additionally, a number of fillers, both of unrelated word pairs and with equally sized verbal targets were used to mask the actual research goal. Mixed-effect logistic regression was used to detect the impact of factors such as semantic domain (nature, cultural artefacts, color), and the difference in phonetic size on whether subjects coupled the visual stimuli to the verbal targets in conformity with Zipf’s size-meaning tendency.

Even with the ‘hyper-conservative’ research set-up, and with visual stimuli of which language users are often unaware that they show semantic asymmetries, we found that test subjects indeed act on Zipf’s size-meaning tendency: they significantly coupled the semantically unmarked visual Urban stimulus to the shorter verbal targets (p < 0.0001). We controlled for whether test subjects indicated in the debriefing that they consciously used a Zipf-like heuristic. The regression analysis showed that the effects, though relatively small, are stronger if the difference in phonetic size in the verbal targets increases, and are more apparent in cultural artefacts (e.g. CARunmarked – TRAINmarked), nature terms (e.g. SUNunmarked – MOONmarked) and color terms (e.g. GREENunmarked – GREYmarked) than in body terminology (e.g. HEARTunmarked – BELLYmarked).

Our research results support the idea that Zipf’s size-meaning tendency is not only under evolutionary selection by speakers, in their attempt to minimize articulatory effort, but benefits addressees as well, who can use this tendency as a cue: through their life-time experience with language, they know that in general, shorter words have more unmarked meanings, and they apply this implicit knowledge when they are confronted with a new language when other cues are absent.
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